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ABSTRACT

Background and purpose: The Indonesian government has set a target to reduce stunting prevalence from 27.7% in 2019 to 14% in 2024. There are 10 villages in Gianyar District have been selected as stunting loci since 2018, however, the percentages of the village fund utilized for health and nutrition were low. This research aims to identify the level of community participation in the utilization of village fund for stunting prevention in two stunting loci villages in Gianyar.

Methods: This was a qualitative study using a multiple case study approach conducted in two stunting loci villages in Gianyar, Bali. Data collection was conducted from May to June 2020 through in-depth interview with 12 key informants. Thematic qualitative analysis was done using the ladder of participation concept with Arnstein and political approach by Carpentier which involves several key concepts such as process, field, actor, decision making moment and power.

Results: The level of community participation in the village fund utilization for stunting prevention was still in the of pseudo participation — Placeation level. The majority of proposals or recommendation for stunting prevention program came from cadres of community health post, health care workers and the village assistants. Final decision making in the planning stage was largely depending on the village government. The community plays the role as program recipient. Several challenges for optimal utilization of village fund for stunting prevention were geographical condition, paternalistic leadership as well as the lack of understanding and capacity of key actors.

Conclusion: The community participation in utilization of the village fund for stunting program in the two villages was in the vague participation level. The village government should provide more rooms to empower the community in order to increase their participation level.
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INTRODUCTION

Stunting in children under five years old is a global problem. In 2018, it is estimated that 21.9% of children under five are stunted worldwide.1 In Indonesia, the prevalence of stunting in under five children in 2019 was 27.7%.2 Stunting in this demography can lead to various adverse effects in the future, including impeded physical growth, psychological and emotional development problems, cognitive disorders and low performance in school. In addition, it can also cause disorders of fat metabolism that increases the risk of obesity. Various physical and psychological delays as well as the impeded cognitive development can lead to lower social status and income.3,4

Stunting reduction is a priority for Indonesian current national development plan. The government is targeting a reduction in the prevalence of child stunting by half in 5 years, to 14% by 2024.2 In order to achieve that target, the government has gradually mapped out and identified districts and villages where stunting is prevalent in Indonesia and established them as stunting loci. Gianyar District in Bali Province is one of the stunting loci. The ten villages in Gianyar District which selected as stunting loci were Siangan, Sanding, Manukaya, More, Ldtunduh, Singekerta, Kedisan, Pupuan, Taro and Bresela.9

The challenge that the government still faces is that stunting reduction policies and programs have not been properly translated into regional planning and budgeting. One of the performance indicators of the convergence of stunting prevention is the percentage of village fund utilization for priority nutrition intervention activities.9 Utilization of village funds for priority nutrition interventions can be assessed through the percentage of utilization of village funds for UKBM (community based health enterprises). The Ministry of Health through the Health Promotion and Community Empowerment program stipulates a minimum of 10% of village fund utilization.
funds to be used for UKBM.\textsuperscript{10} Based on the data from the Health Promotion and Community Empowerment Program Gianyar District Health Office (DHO), the percentage of allocation and utilization of village funds for UKBM in Gianyar in 2018 was only 8.95\%. While, in 2019 the percentage of village funds utilization for UKBM in Gianyar increased to 23.59\%. However, there was a gap between villages in allocating their village funds for UKBM in the stunting loci. The highest percentage of village fund allocated for UKBM was found in Sanding Village (72.18\%) and the lowest was in Lodtunduh Village (16.11\%).\textsuperscript{11} The Village Minister Regulation has established stunting management through specific nutrition and sensitive nutrition activities as one of the priorities in the use of village funds in 2019 and 2020.\textsuperscript{12,13} In the process of setting priorities for the use of village funds, several stages need to be carried out including village meetings, preparation of RKPDes (The Village Work Plan), determination of priority plans for the use of village funds, drafting of APBDes (The Village Budget Plan) and review of APBDes. The Village Minister Regulation also states the principles that must be used as the basis for determining priorities for the use of village funds, including village authority, priority for village needs, participation, justice, self-management, focus, and based on village resources.\textsuperscript{12} Community participation is the key to optimal utilization of village funds according to community needs. Participation is important because the people are entitled to the right to contribute for the decisions that affect their lives. Village governments should pay attention to inputs from the community members because community participation can help allocate resources more effectively and efficiently, enable communities to be more responsive to needs, help develop community competencies, skills and capacities, as well as offer new opportunities for creative and innovative thinking.\textsuperscript{14} Previous studies have shown that community participation is still lacking in the decision-making regarding utilization of village funds for village development. The village government is seen as not fully recognize the community aspirations and not all communities are involved in decision making process.\textsuperscript{15} Community participation is seen as merely a formality, administrative order and centered on the village apparatus.\textsuperscript{16} The community considers the village Musrenbang (people’s meeting for planning and development) activities to be merely a formality.\textsuperscript{17} The trend of health-related program development carried mostly centered around physical development compared to health promotion activities. In addition, the health workers in the village as health development actors are facing difficulties in identifying the basic needs and problems, mobilizing resources and planning activities.\textsuperscript{18} Thus, the purpose of this study was to identify the level of community participation in village funds utilization for stunting prevention in stunting loci in Gianyar District by taking two villages, Sanding as the village with the highest allocation and Lodtunduh with the lowest, for case studies.

**METHODS**

This was a qualitative study with a multiple case study approach in two selected villages which were identified as stunting loci, namely Lodtunduh Village with the lowest percentage of village fund utilization for health in 2019 and Sanding Village with the highest percentage of utilization. The qualitative approach was chosen because the issue of participation is often difficult to define precisely or measure objectively because it is very subjective. The qualitative method allows researchers to understand more deeply about the obstacles and challenges in the use of village funds for stunting management in the stunting loci in Gianyar District.

Qualitative data collection was conducted through in-depth interviews. Informants were selected by purposive sampling, informants were those who considered as having a key role in the utilization of village funds for handling stunting, including the village government, community leaders, village health workers and village assistants. In the current situation of the COVID-19 pandemic there were several obstacles that researchers encountered in data collection so that only 8 informants could be interviewed face-to-face, while 4 others were interviewed by telephone.

Before conducted the interview, the researcher first explained the purpose and objectives of the study and asked the informants’ consent to participate in the study. Informants who were willing to participate then signed the informed consent (face-to-face interview) or expressed consent verbally (telephone interview). In-depth interviews were conducted directly by the researcher with an interview guide. The interview stopped after all the questions in the interview guide had been asked and the information gathered deemed as sufficient by the researcher. The length of the interview varied for each informant, ranging from 15-60 minutes. Interview activities were recorded using a voice recorder application on the researcher’s cellphone. The recordings were transcribed immediately after completion of the interview. Vague and questionable data after transcription were reconfirmed and clarified to the informants to obtain certainty and completeness.

Secondary data such as the village profile documents, RKPDes (The Village Work Plan) documents and APBDes (The Village Budget Plan) documents for Sanding and Lodtunduh Villages in 2019 and 2020 were also collected as complementary information. These documents were obtained at the village office and given directly by the in charge village apparatus.

Qualitative data analysis was carried out thematically by referring to Arnstein’s Ladder of Participation (1969).\textsuperscript{19} This theory focuses attention on community participation and power relations. The Arnstein ladder of participation includes eight rungs which are further categorized into upper, middle, and lower levels of participation. The lower level, namely manipulation and therapy, represents the level of non-participation because the government holds the real power to avoid the participation of local community in decision making. The middle rung, namely informing, consultation and placation, describes the apparent level of participation that allows the community to
know and give opinions about a program however it is not certain that their views will be considered in the decision-making process. The top rung is partnership, delegated power and citizen control. Real participation begins where negotiations between various stakeholders are included and the communities take part of the responsibility for decision making. At the level of delegated power and citizen control, people's views have been taken into account in the decision-making process and they are empowered to make decisions about development.6

In facilitating the thematic analysis, researchers also refer to Carpentier who developed an analytical model for participatory research with a political approach according to Arnstein's ladder of participation theory. Carpentier's model uses a series of key concepts namely process, field, actor, decision making moment and power.

This research was approved by the Ethical Committee of the Medical Faculty, Udayana University/Sanglah Hospital on May 14, 2020 with number: 1022/UN14.2.2.VII.14/LT/2020.

RESULTS

Key informants’ characteristics and summary of qualitative analysis

The characteristics of informants are presented in Table 1. The informants are the key figures in the utilization and allocation of village funds for stunting prevention.

Table 2 presents a summary of the results from the qualitative analysis. There were 6 themes and 17 sub-themes emerged from the analysis. The six themes were the participatory planning process, the actors involved, the leadership position of the actors, decision making process, the village context and the form of community participation.

Participatory planning process

Village funds are one of the sources of village income so that prioritizing the use of village funds should follow the village planning and budgeting process.12 The Lodtunduh and Sanding Village Governments have carried out these stages in the village fund planning process according to the government regulations.

Table 1. Key informants’ characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Role in the village community</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Education</th>
<th>Years of service</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LO_01</td>
<td>Village government</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Senior high school</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LO_02</td>
<td>Village government</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LO_03</td>
<td>Village government</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>Senior high school</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LO_04</td>
<td>Village opinion leader</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Senior high school</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LO_05</td>
<td>Village assistant</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LO_06</td>
<td>Health care worker</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>3 years diploma</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LO_07</td>
<td>Health care worker</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>Junior high school</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA_01</td>
<td>Village government</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Senior high school</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA_02</td>
<td>Village government</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Vocational High School</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA_03</td>
<td>Village opinion leader</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA_04</td>
<td>Health care worker</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>3 years diploma</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA_05</td>
<td>Health care worker</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>3 years diploma</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

M=Male, F=Female

M=Male, F=Female

Table 2. Summary of qualitative results analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub Themes</th>
<th>Themes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Deliberations to determine strategic matters</td>
<td>Participatory planning process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Deliberations to identify public health problems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Village government group</td>
<td>Involved actors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Community group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. External actors group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Inequality of power and position in the village level</td>
<td>Leadership position in the village</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Gender inequality in the grassroot level</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Decide on strategic matters by consensus</td>
<td>Decision making process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Develop a priority scale</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Adjusting to the final budget allocation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Presence of a routine budget</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. The village territorial scope</td>
<td>Village context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Lack of understanding among actors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Low capacity of actors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Mandatory national program for the villages</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Changing of village midwife</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Paternalistic and responsive leadership style</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Passive participation</td>
<td>Form of participations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The stages to explore community ideas start from the lower level through the banjar or hamlet deliberations or the "musyawarah dusun". The results of this deliberation are then presented and discussed in the village deliberation or "musyawarah desa". “We are in the banjar (traditional Balinese hamlet), right? We used to have a deliberation at each banjar. In each banjar the community proposes what they want to plan...then the plans that have been accommodated in the banjar deliberation are brought to the village deliberation” (LO_03)

The exploration of ideas in the health sector was also carried out through village community deliberations or “Masyawarah Masyarakat Desa (MMD)” and the village level stunting deliberations. MMD discusses the results of the Introspective Survey or “Survey Mawas Diri (SMD)”. SMD is carried out by integrated health services post (pos pelayanan terpadu/
posyandu) cadres by distributing questionnaires made by the public health center to the community representatives chosen as respondents for the survey.

“First we conducted the SMD ... later after we identify the problems found in the village ... will be discussed at the MMD” (LO_06)

“... we ask for cooperation from the cadres to help fill out the SMD form ... we process the data from the survey results to find out the problems existing in the community ...” (SA_04)

The village stunting consultative meeting should be carried out in accordance with the direction of the Head of Village. The Sanding Village Government involved all posyandu cadres during the stunting consultation, while Lodtunduh Village, it only involved representatives of posyandu cadres due to the limited budget. The two villages acknowledged that the village stunting consultative meeting has been able to increase the understanding of the stunting problem.

“... stunting consultative meeting, back then, at first it was only distribution of the honorarium and uniform for the posyandu cadres because they did not understand about stunting yet... in addition, the consultation on stunting was limited because the funds were also limited so that only, one person per posyandu selected as representative.”(LO_03)

“... there are five posyandu cadres in each banjar...this session on stunting consultation has educated them about how to manage and prevent stunting” (SA_02)

Involved actors
In both villages, the actors involved can be grouped into three groups, namely the village government group, community groups and external party groups. The village government group consists of the head of the administrative Balinese hamlet or called Kelihan Banjar Dinas. The community group consists of the head of households, Village Consultative Body or the Badan Permusyawaratan Desa (BPD), Village Community Empowerment Body or Lembaga Pemberdayaan Masyarakat Desa (LPM), Community Protection Unit or Perlindungan Masyarakat (LinMas), Village Guard or Binta Pembina Desa (Babinsa), community leaders from various elements, namely bendesa (community leader in charge of tradition), pekaseh (traditional clerk in charge of village or traditional hamlets’ irrigation), youth organization, Women group for Family Empowerment and Welfare organization or Pemberdayaan dan Kesejahteraan Keluarga (PKK), village cadres, teachers. External party groups include health workers (health workers in auxiliary public health centers, public health centers, district health offices) and village assistants (village local assistants and posyandu assistants).

“... those who invited are of course the BPD, regional heads or heads of tradition hamlet, community leaders, youth, PKK, youth organizations, LPM, yes those are the elements we consistently invite, we invite them for the discussion” (SA_01)

“the elements involved first is the chairman of the BPD, LPM, perbekel (traditional name for the head of village), village officials including secretaries, community organizations, Babinsa, village assistants as well ... from community leaders as well, pekaseh, education elements, health elements and various community leaders whom we really need for their ideas and with our BPD members” (LO_04)

Village leadership position
The exploration of ideas from the community in the hamlet deliberation in Sanding and Lodtunduh Villages has only involved the head of households because they are considered as a figure who is responsible for the problems that occurred in each household. The Kelihan Banjar Dinas as representatives of their residents will convey the aspirations of the residents at the village deliberation meeting. The Kelihan Banjar Dinas is considered as a figure who plays an important role in channeling the aspirations of the community.

“... the ideas proposed by the community are recorded by the clerk or the head of hamlets...then they will be summarized and are taken to the village deliberation meeting” (SA_03)

“... we also receive inputs from various parties, especially heads of hamlet, those who really understand the problem at the grassroot level and often contribute to solve the problem, they are the ones who often go directly to the community” (LO_04)

The proposals that came up in the village deliberation meeting would be accommodated and then ranked by the “team eleven” or the Village Government Work Plan Drafting team (RKPDes). The membership of the “team eleven” has been regulated in a regulation of the Ministry of Home Affairs. The team eleven in the two villages also involved the village midwives, posyandu cadres and posyandu assistants in compiling details on the costs of stunting prevention activities in the village government working plan (the RKPDes).

“...related to posyandu or stunting prevention, we also involve the midwives, one of the posyandu cadres, as well as posyandu assistants, for example in regard to the provision of infrastructure for prevention activities in the posyandu so that we can calculate the budget” (LO_02)

“...the compilation was done by the cadres and accompanied by the public health centers and the auxiliary public health centers, they were given the RAB (the details of the budget plan)” (SA_02)

One of the functions of the BPD is to discuss and agree upon the village regulation draft with the head of village. The presence of BPD in the planning process in Lodtunduh and Sanding Villages is a sign for redistribution of village government power to the community, because BPD is a representation of the village community.

“... if everyone agrees, the perbekel (traditional name for the head of village) has already signed it with the BPD ...” (LO_03)
Decision making process
In the proposals’ ranking process, the “team eleven” referred to the Village Medium Term Development Plan (RPJMDes) document. If a proposal is in line with the RPJMDes, it will become a priority, and vice versa. The RPJMDes is a village development work plan for one term (6 years) of the head of village which also contains the vision and mission of the village head, the direction of village development policies as well as their activity plans.23

“There, you can see in the proposal, the RPJM’s scrutiny, whether it is a priority or not. If it is a clear priority, it will be implemented in the APBDes (Village Development Budget)...” (LO_02)

“The consideration for the ranking, yes, we use the RPJMDes” (SA_02)

The draft of the village work plan or the RKPDs that has been completed by the team eleven will be discussed and agreed upon in the village development plan meeting or the musrenbangdes. The RKPDs draft that has been agreed upon will serve as a guide in drafting the Village Regulation on APBDes (Village Development Budget).22 The decision-making process in the musrenbangdes in the two villages is carried out by consensus agreement between the village government, the BPD and representatives of community elements.

“... decisions are taken jointly in accordance with the priority scale, so it is through deliberation to reach consensus” (LO_01)

“... if there is an agreement, that is what we will put into the APBDes for our annual activities...” (SA_01)

The government of Lodtunduh and Sanding Villages both re-sorted the activities in the RKPDs during the preparation of the APBDes because they need to adjust to the final ceiling of the funds received by the village from the district and the central government. The Lodtunduh and Sanding Village Governments will prioritize the allocation of funds for village administration, village operations and the routine activities first. The remaining funds are then allocated for other priority activities listed in the RKPDs.

“...we first target the operational cost for the village government, of course, there will be infrastructure development...” (LO_01)

“Later, when an RKP is ready we bring it to the APBDes, that’s all you need to do, look for routine activities first...then the village operations are definitely a routine activity...” (SA_02)

The Lodtunduh village has an area of 627 ha with 11 banjar. Meanwhile, Sanding Village has an area of 342 ha and 7 banjar. The Lodtunduh Village Government stated that the large number of banjar caused more aspirations and proposals to emerge, thus more things that needed funding and the more difficult it was to distribute the limited funds. On the other hand, the village government of Sanding feels that its relatively small number of banjar makes it easier to convey aspirations from the community to the village government and makes decision making easier.

“... because we have eleven banjar, of course we should make a priority scale ... we have to divide the funding posts too. Even though we have a large fund, we also need to fund so many things in the village ...” (LO_04)

“... here there is one administrativel village, one traditional village, seven banjar, so it is easy for us to find information ... the decision did not take long...” (SA_02)

In this study, it was found that there was a change in village midwives in Lodtunduh Village in 2019. The new village midwives seemed to be less likely to immediately respond to and budgeted for in the 2019 revised APBDes. Another example is that in the 2020 Sanding Village APBDes, a budget appeared for innovative youth posyandu activities which were suggested by the public health center’s personnel.

“..... in our opinion Sanding is with us...they respond directly...for example, we suggest this...oh yes, just suggest it straight away...the village head is also responsive, in planning too, they said later just submit the proposal...”(SA_04)

The level of understanding and capacity of actors in Sanding and Lodtunduh village were still lacking. The process of identifying community needs and analyzing the problem as the first step in planning to manage stunting is not optimal. The suggestions for stunting prevention that have emerged and have been approved are often of physical infrastructure. In contrast, according to the Lodtunduh village government, the problem faced by the community is often due to poor parenting. Handling of stunting problem in the village has also been focusing only on stunting cases.

“... I don't think it's stunting, it's indeed heredity ... when we handle it, we focus on the individual with stunting” (SA_01)

“... there are many obstacles that we face, especially the awareness of mothers
to maintain good childcare practice ...” (LO_02)

Proposals for stunting prevention activities in Lodtunduh and Sanding Villages are predominantly coming from posyandu cadres and external parties, namely the health sector (village midwives, staff of public health center) and village assistants.

“Before that, in the planning activities we were accompanied by village assistants... head of the public health center, village midwives...suggestions from active posyandu cadres what we need to do in preventing stunting” (LO_02)

“For stunting, from the auxiliary public health centers, including the mothers in the posyandu who are active ...” (SA_01)

The study found that the fund allocations for stunting prevention activities sourced from the village funds in the APBDs of Lodtunduh and Sanding Villages is more top-down because the village government refers to the central government regulations in governing this matter.

“We refer to the village fund priority law. In the village of Lodtunduh there are also stunting cases, therefore there is a stunting prevention activities in the health sector...especially in the posyandu health program, " (LO_02)

“...there are already guidelines for it, so we allocate the budget for stunting prevention there ...” (SA_01)

**Form of participation**

The form of community participation in Lodtunduh and Sanding Villages is still passive participation. The community attended planning deliberation forums because they received an invitation and not all invited participants could attend.

“When the proposal was made, all banjar communities were invited to provide input ... not all (come) ... there were obstacles such as they have to go to work ...” (SA_03)

“... invited by letter, the one who invite us was the BPD ...” (LO_02)

The communities in Lodtunduh and Sanding Villages appear to be acting more as beneficiaries from the stunting prevention activities that have been budgeted for rather than being an active participant. Governments in both villages assessed the community participation from the attendance in the weighing schedule of children under five at the posyandu. Attendance to the posyandu has been assessed as good by the village government, but this attendance has not been optimal and needs further encouragement from health workers.

“Community participation is usually during posyandu activities...that participation can be seen from the number of attendance...” (SA_02)

“...the posyandu team was also proactive...visited the houses...gave them instructions ...” (LO_06)

The village government is obliged to publish the priority for the use of village funds in public spaces that can be easily accessed by the village community. Even though the publications and transparency of funds have been in place in both Sanding and Lodtunduh Villages through social media and village information boards, community participation was still appeared to be lacking in monitoring the use of the village funds for stunting prevention. People who actively monitor the use of village funds for stunting activities only come from BPD who supervises the performance of the heads of village.

“BPD...duties as an institution are to supervise the performance of the village heads...one of which is the stunting reduction program is monitored by the BPD” (LO_01)

“Of course, the most active is the BPD member who is the activity supervisor...” (SA_01)

**DISCUSSION**

Through this research we found that the village government has carried out the exploration of community ideas starting from the lower level, namely through the banjar deliberations. The various ideas that emerged from the community were then discussed in the village meetings and agreed upon in the musrenbangdes or the village meeting for planning and development. Kelihan Banjar Dinas often considers the heads of household as the figure who is responsible for the problems that occur in each family so it is sufficient to only involve them, whom the majority are male, in the Banjar deliberations. Women’s elements such as PKK or the women’s group are only involved when there are important events. In addition, health elements such as posyandu cadres are not involved in the banjar deliberations. The lack women’s involvement and health elements in this activity causes the exploration of ideas related to maternal and child health problems are often limited and lacking in depth during the banjar deliberations.

Communities in the two villages can only convey their aspirations directly during the banjar deliberations. While at the village meetings and village development planning meetings, the community’s aspirations are represented by the Kelihan Banjar Dinas, village opinion leaders and the BPD or village consultative body. The presence of BPD in the budget planning process in Sanding and Lodtunduh Villages showed that redistribution of the village government power to the community was in place, because BPD is a representation of the village community. Nevertheless, BPD needs to increase its function in accommodating and exploring the aspirations of the community, especially those of women’s groups as the key elements for women and children’s health.

The leadership style found in the two villages tends to be paternalistic. The village government often assumed that the level of community’s knowledge is still lacking and the health sector is considered to be more aware of the stunting problem than the community, resulting in the use of village funds for stunting prevention activities predominately based on inputs from the health sector. In addition, the village government also tends to seek input for planning activities for stunting prevention from village assistants. This is in contradiction from the government regulation which stated that assistance to village communities is based on
The village government should avoid this dependency and empower the community more in the planning process for stunting prevention activities rather than seeking outside view. The village government should also allocate more funds for stunting deliberations and meetings so that it can involve more participants from various elements which in turn will increase the understanding of the village community about the stunting problems and applicable solutions for their community.

Village territorial factors were also found to affect the utilization of village funds for stunting prevention. Lodtunduh Village has a larger area than Sanding Village. The number of banjar in Lodtunduh Village is also almost double that of Sanding Village. This large number of banjar is recognized by the village government, causing the more aspirations and proposals to emerge, thus more things that need funding and the more difficult it is to divide funding allocations.

The level of understanding and capacity of actors on stunting prevention programs is still lacking in the utilization of village funds for stunting prevention. The definition and risk factors for stunting are not well understood by these actors. The process of identifying community needs and analyzing the problem as a first step in planning to overcome stunting problem has not been carried out optimally. The suggestions for stunting prevention program that emerged and approved were more physical in nature which could easily be seen, such as the provision of posyandu facilities. However, the paradox was the village government admits the problems related to stunting faced by the community are more non-physical in nature, namely poor parenting styles and unequal public knowledge about stunting prevention. Therefore, this problem should be prioritized by the village government in the village funds allocation for stunting.

Village territorial factors, paternalistic leadership styles, lack of understanding and lack of capacity of key figures were some challenges in the utilization of village funds for stunting prevention in both villages of stunting loci chosen for the case study was still at the pseudo participation level of Placation, despite the difference in the percentage of village fund allocation for health. The majority of proposals or recommendation for stunting prevention program came from posyandu cadres, health care workers and the village assistants. Final decision making in the planning stage was largely depending on the village government. The budgeted stunting prevention activities were mostly for specific nutrition interventions. The community role was more as beneficiaries rather than active participants in the program. Village territorial factors, paternalistic leadership styles, lack of understanding and lack of capacity of key figures were some challenges in the utilization of village funds for stunting prevention in the stunting loci in Gianyar District.

The village government should avoid this dependency and empower the community, yet they did not allocate sufficient resources for these activities.

Study Limitations
The study had some limitations to bear in mind for generalization of its results. First is that the number of informants was not the same between the two villages where more informants came from Lodtunduh Village compared to Sanding Village. The difference in the number of informants between the two villages caused the completeness of the information obtained was not the same as one another.

CONCLUSION
The level of community participation in the utilization of village funds for stunting prevention in both villages of stunting loci chosen for the case study was still at the pseudo participation level of Placation, despite the difference in the percentage of village fund allocation for health. The majority of proposals or recommendation for stunting prevention program came from posyandu cadres, health care workers and the village assistants. Final decision making in the planning stage was largely depending on the village government. The budgeted stunting prevention activities were mostly for specific nutrition interventions. The community role was more as beneficiaries rather than active participants in the program. Village territorial factors, paternalistic leadership styles, lack of understanding and lack of capacity of key figures were some challenges in the utilization of village funds for stunting prevention in the stunting loci in Gianyar District.

The village government should further empower village communities by opening discussion forums related to stunting prevention which also should involve more women. The village government should also empower related village institutions.
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